Features and Benefits
Digital display with cleaning
instructions and notifications

MAJESTO
Wi-Fi connectivity for
the latest software and
beverage updates

Select a beverage or
create a custom drink

Adjust hot or cold
Customize drink size

3-tier drink platform to
accommodate different
glass heights

1.8L water tank
• Dispense 15-20 cups
before refill
• Ability to be plumbed
• Sensor to indicate refill

PRESSURE BASED SYSTEM - The Esperta is a professional-grade pressure based
system that that will allow you to extract and squeeze the most flavor, aroma,
and body from the coffee to deliver a high quality cup every time
EXCLUSIVELY FOR DOLCE GUSTO CAPSULES - The Esperta Single Serve Coffee
Maker is exclusively for NESCAFÉ Dolce Gusto capsules. Easily prepare gourmet
coffees, espressos, lattes, cappuccinos, iced drinks and more. Dolce Gusto
patented smart capsules help to keep coffee fresh until the moment you brew,
and works with the dolce gusto system to regulate the pressure and ensure
every cup is made to your liking
EASY INTERFACE - Boasting a new easy-to-use wheel interface with a 7-level
LED display, the Esperta allows you to control the size and intensity of your
coffee, giving you a truly customized coffee experience. Just match the led bars
to the bars on your dolce gusto coffee or milk capsule and brew by selecting
the hot or cold button depending on your coffee selection
HOT AND COLD COFFEE DRINKS - Explore the wide variety of decadent flavors,
and both hot and cold coffee drinks offered by NESCAFÉ Dolce Gusto with this
capsule-based coffee machine. With 18 flavor varieties, you can make an
authentic espresso, or choose from Americano, Chococino, Cappuccino,
Macchiato, Latte, and many more flavors
SHORTER BREWING TIME - This state of the art equipment has a special
Thermoblock heating system that controls and balances the temperature, and
requires no preheating. This allows for no warm up time, and the ability to
brew a cup of coffee in a minute or less

